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EU Border Controls expanded 02MAR Travellers and crews operating to Denmark, Belgium and other
EU countries will need to present travel documents to enter from another Schengen country. The security
checks will likely cause travel delays for EU and non-EU travellers into the Schengen area.

New NAT Plotting Chart published 02MAR With the multitude of changes on the North Atlantic in the
last few months, including new Tracks, end of MNPS, new HLA, RNP4 – we have published an updated and
revised Plotting Chart for the NAT region, showing all new requirements and with updated Airport and
Fuel pricing. It’s effective 03MAR.

 

 

VOXX/India has expanded its e-Tourist Visa (eTV) program to applicants from 37 additional countries.
Eligible visitors under the eTV include business visitors and those traveling to sightsee, visit friends or
relatives or to make short medical visits. Nationals from a total of 150 countries are now eligible for the
program.

EXXX/Europe Due to the introduction and continuation of border controls in the European Union,
travellers to Denmark, Belgium and other EU countries will need to present travel documents to enter from
another Schengen country. The security checks will likely cause travel delays for EU and non-EU travellers
into the Schengen area. Belgium has instituted border controls at its borders with France. The security
checks will remain in place until at least 23MAR.

KTEB/Teterboro will close 0500-1700Z (12 hour closure) this weekend – from midnight Saturday until
noon Sunday. This closure is necessary to install new, mandatory hold short signs on Runway 19, which
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will close the runway intersection. Helicopter operations will be permitted during the closure.

HKXX/Kenya A visa on arrival is now available again at Nairobi, reversing the previous procedure
established last year forcing all visitors to obtain one prior to flying. Online visas are still available.
http://evisa.go.ke/evisa.html

NFXX/Fiji As of 25FEB, there are 42 confirmed deaths in Fiji due to the damage caused by Cyclone
Winston, which made landfall over the 20-21 February weekend. Approximately 35,000 people are
sheltering in evacuation centers. There has been little to no contact with remote islands; therefore, the
number of casualties and people displaced is likely much higher. Concern about the outbreak of mosquito-
borne viruses, such as Zika and dengue fever.

WAXX/Indonesia Australian DFAT updated its travel advice for Indonesia, which reads: “We advise you to
exercise a high degree of caution in Indonesia, including Jakarta, Bali and Lombok, due to the high threat
of terrorist attack. We continue to receive information that indicates that terrorists may be planning
attacks in Indonesia”

SKXX/Colombia is introducing ADS-B, with associated new phraseologies that crew should be aware of.
ATC may ask “Notify capacity ADS-B”; response “ADS-B transmitter”, “ADS-B Receiver”, or “Negative ADS-
B”. Full AIC.

LOWW/Vienna has a couple of new RNP AR (Authorisation Required) approaches to RWY 16 and 34 on
test.

LIXX/Italy is joining the Free Route Airspace (FRA) bandwagon, airspace trial this coming weekend
05-07MAR at FL370 and above in Roma, Milano, Padova and Brindisi ACC, and Malta ACC.

UKXX/Ukraine Did you know that there was reduced horizontal separation in Ukraine airspace (RHSM)?
Neither did we. Check out AIC 02/16.

UIBB/Bratsk has fuel supply issues again, current shortage until 31MAR.

View the full International Bulletin 02MAR2016
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